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I Luciano, born in September 1937, left us one year ago, in
January 2022.

I He graduated from the Physics Dept. of the University of
Milano.

I He did not initially plan to study physics and came to it by a
rather circuitous route.

I He was a post-doctoral fellow at Boulder, Colorado and a
visitor at Ecole Normale in Paris, at CERN, as well as many
Universities in the United States (Harvard, Rockefeller, NUY,
SLAC, . . . )
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I In Italy he worked at the University of Parma, at ICTP and the
University of Milano.

I In 2000 he helped creating the University of Milano-Bicocca
and remained as Professor of Physics.

I He helped, inspired and directed many students.

I He has published almost 120 papers. I will mention very few,
with emphasis on his early works, which other speakers may
not cover.
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Analyticity

They choose a potential of the form

V (x , p) = V1(x) +
(
p2V2(x)

)
S

with V1 and V2 Yukawa-type potentials



Coherent states

• In both papers Luciano appears affiliated to the University of
Parma (and Milano, in the first)
• In the first they develop the coherent state formalism for the
group SO(2, 1).
• In the second they prove the completeness property for particular
subsets of coherent states.



Infinite dimensional algebras

Helvetica Physica Acta Vol. 45, page 197 (1972)

Lett. Nuov. Cim. Vol. 4, page 100 (1972)



Infinite dimensional algebras

Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 32, page 565 (1974)

• In all these papers Luciano appears affiliated to the University of
Parma (and INFN Milano)
• They all show mathematical skill, but also the desire to address
questions with a potential physical relevance.



“Phenomenology”

Lett. Nuov. Cim. Vol. 18, page 129 (1977)

• Luciano appears with three affiliations
• There is no attempt to fit specific data. It is more a study on
possible generalisations of KNO scaling. They explore the possibility
that, at high energies, the multiplicity distributions are “universal”.



SUPERSYMMETRY
In 1978, ten years after the beginning of his research career, Luciano published his first
paper on Supersymmetry

Phys. Lett. Vol. 76B, page 303 (1978)

• They find an infinite set of bosonic conserved currents. The
corresponding charges commute with the supersymmetry
transformations. As a result, the S-matrix of the model can be
computed.
• Since that time, Supersymmetry became the central theme of
Luciano’s research



SUPERSYMMETRY
Two very influential and seminal papers

Phys. Lett. Vol. 79B, page 231 (1978)



SUPERSYMMETRY

Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 147, page 105 (1979)



SUPERSYMMETRY
The problem that triggered my collaboration with Luciano



SUPERSYMMETRY

Phys. Lett. Vol. 88B, page 85 (1979)



I For many decades Luciano Girardello has been a leading figure
in theoretical high energy physics.

I Although experiments have not yet found any evidence for
supersymmetry in particle physics, many of us believe that such
evidence will be found, although some of us may not see it.

I His contributions are part of our culture and will be there
when such evidence is found. Girardello will not be lost for the
younger generations.

I But we have lost a friend, his quiet and gentle manners, his
unpretentious but universal and deep culture,

I we have lost Luciano.
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